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FACULTY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Welcome to the Faculty of Information Technology and congratulations on your offer of a place in an IT
degree.
When enrolling in units, you should think carefully through the choices and the decisions you make.
Have a look at the course maps attached on pages 8 – 15. There is a course map for each major in the
Bachelor of Information Technology and each specialisation in the Bachelor of Computer Science.
Your 3-year degree consists of:
-

Core (compulsory) units: these can vary depending on your choice of major.
A major or specialisation: you MUST select one major or specialisation in order to graduate.
Free electives: this is where you have a range of options. You could take a minor or any free
electives in which you’re interested.

You can change your enrolment online
•
•

Up to the end of week 2 of semester 1 for semester 1 units
Up to the end of week 2 of semester 2 for semester 2 units

Units can be added or discontinued by either:
•
•

Making the change via the Web Enrolment System (WES) (preferred method), or
Completing and submitting an Enrolment Amendment form available from the Faculty office.

Consider your career aspirations and interests when choosing electives. To find out about the units
being offered this year, check the Monash handbook.
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MONASH COLLEGE CREDIT
As a Monash College, Diploma of Engineering (Information Technology stream) graduate, you will
generally receive 8 units of credit (48 points) towards your Monash IT degree. The specifics of this can
vary depending on your choice of degree, then major or specialisation.
All credit for Monash College units will be at level 1.
Monash College unit
MCD4710 Introduction to algorithms and
programming
MCD4700 Introduction to computer systems,
networks and security
MCD4140 Computing for engineers
MCD1470 Engineering practice
MCD2080 Business statistics
MCD2130 Functions and their applications
MCD4500 Mathematics for engineering

MCD4720 Fundamentals of C++
MCD4730 Foundations of 3D

Monash University Credit
FIT1045 Algorithms and programming
fundamentals in python
FIT1047 Introduction to computer systems,
networks and security
ENG1060 Computing for engineers (elective)
FIT1049 IT professional practice
FIT1006 Business information analysis (BIS major)
MTH1010 Functions and their
applications (elective)
ENG1005 Mathematics for engineering
PRECLUSION (For BCompSc):
MAT1841 Continuous mathematics for computer
science
FIT1048 Fundamentals of C++
FIT1033 Foundations of 3D

COURSE NOTES
Credit points - Unless specified, all units are worth 6 credit points
Bachelor of Information Technology, Bachelor of Computer Science: 24 units x 6cp = Total of 144 credit
points
Year level requirements –
1) Normally 48 points, and a maximum of 60 points of first year level units will be counted;
2) At least 36 points must be completed at third year level.
Unit requisites - All pre-requisite and co-requisite requirements must be undertaken in order to be able
to enrol into a specific unit.
Duration of degree - 3 years full-time, 6 years part-time (for Monash College depending on degree and
choice of major/specialisation 2-3 years).
Time limit - 8 years. Students have eight years in which to complete this award from the time they
commence first year. Periods of intermission are counted as part of the eight years.
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INDUSTRY BASED LEARNING (IBL)
The Industry Based Learning (IBL) program partners Monash University with leading global and
Australian organisations to offer students outstanding placement opportunities and scholarships valued
at $18,000 per placement. It is available to domestic and international students.
Students may be able to complete one IBL placement, pending choice of major/specialisation, course
progression and entry requirements to the IBL program being met.
Bachelor of Information Technology and IBL
Prerequisite units for BInfoTech students are one of FIT1045, FIT1048, FIT1051 or ENG1003 and FIT1049.
You will complete one of the programming units and FIT1049 as core units in your degree.
Any student that is completing the Business Information Systems major and is considering IBL will need
to enrol into FIT1013 Digital futures: IT for business in semester 2, 2019. This unit must be completed
before going on placement.
An IBL placement will replace either FIT3047, FIT3048 and one elective or FIT3039, FIT3040 and one
elective.
Bachelor of Computer Science and IBL
Prerequisite units for BCS students are one of FIT1045, FIT1048, FIT1051 or ENG1003 and FIT1049. You
will complete FIT1045 and FIT1049 as core units in your degree.
For the Advanced computer science specialisation: An IBL placement will replace FIT3161, FIT3162 and
the approved CS elective on your course map.
For the Data science specialisation: An IBL placement will replace FIT3163, FIT3164 and one approved
DS elective on your course map.
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ELECTIVES
The number of free electives available to you in your degree will vary depending on your Monash
College units, your chosen degree and your choice of major or specialisation. Most electives (possibly
all) will need to be at levels 2 or 3.
Minors
Minors are a sequence of four units in a specific area of study
Below is a list of minors offered by the Faculty of Information Technology. You can use your elective
spaces to complete a minor.
-

Business information systems
Computer networks and security
Computer science (not available to Bachelor of Computer Science students)**
Cybersecurity
Data science**
Games design
Games development
Interactive media
IT for business
Mobile apps development
Software development*
Software engineering*
Web development

* These minors contain a unit that has a prerequisite of Year 12 maths or MTH1010 or equivalent.
** This minor contains a unit that has a prerequisite of Year 12 maths or MTH1010 or equivalent AND a
unit that has a prerequisite of Level 1 mathematics.
Please refer to the handbook for a list of units that make up each major and minor.
http://www.monash.edu.au/pubs/handbooks/aos/index-byfaculty-it.html

Other Electives
You can also use your elective space to complete units from other faculties.
You can check the handbook for a list of electives from other faculties.
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Bachelor of Information Technology (Course Code: C2000)
MAJORS
Below is a list of majors offered for the BInfoTech. You must complete at least ONE major. Please refer
to the course maps to see how the required units for each major fit into your course. Major units are
highlighted in purple.
Business Information Systems
You will develop a thorough understanding of business information systems, fundamental business IT
concepts and how IT can be used to serve business needs. Topics covered include business
programming, information systems, e-business, business analytics, data science and decision support,
which will enable you to solve business problems in organisations of all sizes. You will learn to
communicate with, and understand the needs of, software developers, business managers and users.
The broad base of this major will prepare you for leadership roles in IT management. Students in the
Industry-based learning program taking this major have the option of a second IBL placement.
Computer Networks and Security
Computer networks and security focuses on the principles, practice and management of computer
networks and security technologies used within an organisation for their information needs. You will
learn how to: design and develop computer networks and monitor their performance; incorporate
security measures to protect corporate information systems and their access through the Internet; and
develop secure applications systems. It will prepare you for careers in technical positions responsible for
building, managing and maintaining secure IT infrastructure.
Games Development
Games development focuses on developing a detailed knowledge and understanding of the processes
and technologies used in the development of games, and their associated technical and creative
content. Students will cover the underlying games development principles as well as the main
technologies and tools used in the games industry, with an emphasis on game and interactive software
development. All aspects of games development are examined from both a theoretical and a practical
perspective, with a focus on collaborative Studio environments to explore and realise unique game
ideas.
Interactive Media
In Interactive media you will learn to explore technology-led creativity for the digital economy by
gaining a technical understanding and being given the creative freedom to develop your ideas. Building
upon foundation studies in digital imaging, sound and video, 3D modelling and interactive media, the
design lead studio-based approach will prepare you for career opportunities in web design, interactive
design/development, mobile application development, 3D modelling and animation, social media,
visualisation, and tangible and physical computing. A major in this area will add a creative element to
students undertaking more technical IT or Engineering studies.
Software Development
Software development focuses on the technologies and techniques used to create computer-based
systems and the development processes used in the construction of applications software, from largescale enterprise systems to web-based and mobile applications. It will prepare you for careers in
positions responsible for the development and implementation of software systems. You will learn
about all aspects of the software development process, from systems analysis and design to programing
and implementation. Students in the Industry-based learning program taking this major have the option
of a second IBL placement.
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BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS MAJOR
Monash College - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
MCD1470
MCD4700
Trimester
Engineering practice
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
CREDIT:
security
FIT1049
CREDIT:
IT professional practice
FIT1047
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
security
Second
MCD4710
MCD4140 Computing for
Trimester
Introduction to algorithms engineering
and programming
CREDIT:
CREDIT:
FIT1045
ENG1060 Computing for
Algorithms and
engineers
programming
fundamentals in python
(Elective)
(FIT Elective 1)
Monash University - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
FIT1051
FIT2081
Semester
Programming
Mobile applications
fundamentals in java
development
[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

MCD2130
Functions and their
applications
CREDIT:
MTH1010
Functions and their
applications
(Elective)
MCDxxxx *

MCD2080 Business
statistics
CREDIT:
FIT1006
Business information
analysis

MCDxxxx *

CREDIT:
Level 1 elective

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

FIT2094
Databases

Elective

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

OR
FIT2095
eBusiness software
technologies
[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

Second
Semester

FIT2002
IT project management
[36pts study including one of
(FIT1040, FIT1045, FIT1048,
FIT1051, ENG1003) and FIT1049]

Year 2 (48 credit points)
First
FIT3047
Semester
Industry experience
studio project 1
[Refer to Handbook]

FIT2001
Systems
development

FIT2090
Business information
systems and processes

Elective

[24pts FIT study]

[24pts FIT or BusEco study]

FIT3174
IT strategy and
governance

FIT Elective 2

Elective

FIT3003
Business intelligence and
data warehousing

FIT3158
Business decision
modelling

Elective

OR
FIT3152
Data analytics

[24pts level 1 FIT or BusEco
study and FIT1006]

[24pts level 2 FIT study]

OR
FIT3138
Real time enterprise
systems
[12 pts level 2 FIT, SCI, ENG
study]

Second
Semester

FIT3048
Industry experience
studio project 2
[FIT3047]

[FIT2094]

[FIT1006]

Business Information Systems Extended Major:
a) One of (unit not completed above):
FIT2081 Mobile applications development
FIT2095 eBusiness software technologies
b) Two of (units not completed above):
FIT3174 IT strategy and governance

FIT3138 Real time enterprise systems
FIT3175 Usability
c) One of (unit not completed above):
FIT3003 Business intelligence and data warehousing
FIT3152 Data analytics

* Students who have completed MCD4720 and/or MCD4730 will receive credit for FIT1033 and/or FIT1048.
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COMPUTER NETWORKS AND SECURITY MAJOR
Monash College - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
MCD1470
MCD4700
Trimester
Engineering practice
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
CREDIT:
security
FIT1049
CREDIT:
IT professional practice
FIT1047
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
security
Second
Trimester

MCD4710
Introduction to algorithms
and programming
CREDIT:
FIT1045
Algorithms and
programming
fundamentals in python

MCD4140 Computing for
engineering
CREDIT:
ENG1060 Computing for
engineers

MCD2130
Functions and their
applications
CREDIT:
MTH1010
Functions and their
applications
(Elective)

MCD2080 Business
statistics
CREDIT:
FIT1006
Business information
analysis
FIT Elective 1

MCDxxxx *

MCDxxxx *

CREDIT:
Level 1 elective

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

FIT2094
Databases

Elective

(Elective)

Monash University - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
FIT2001
FIT2093
Semester
Systems
Introduction to cyber
development
security
[24pts FIT study]

OR
FIT2099
Object-oriented design
and implementation

[FIT1047 and one of FIT1045,
FIT1048 or FIT1051]

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

FIT2002
IT project management

FIT2100
Operating systems

Elective

Elective

[36pts study including one of
(FIT1040, FIT1045, FIT1048,
FIT1051, ENG1003) and FIT1049]

[FIT1047 or ENG1003]

FIT3165
Computer networks

Elective

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

Second
Semester

Year 2 (48 credit points)
First
Semester

FIT3047
Industry experience
studio project 1
[Refer to Handbook]

Second
Semester

FIT3173
Software security
[One of FIT1045 or FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

[FIT1047 and one of FIT1045,
FIT1048 or FIT1051]

FIT3048
Industry experience
studio project 2

FIT3031
Network security

FIT2081
Mobile applications
development

[FIT3047]

[FIT1047 and FIT2093]

[One of FIT1045 or FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

FIT Elective 2

OR
FIT3142
Distributed computing
[FIT2100 and FIT3165]

Computer Networks and Security Extended major:
a) One of (unit not completed above):
FIT2081 Mobile applications development OR
FIT3142 Distributed computing

b) Three of:
FIT2095 eBusiness software technologies
FIT3159 Computer architecture
FIT3168 IT forensics

* Students who have completed MCD4720 and/or MCD4730 will receive credit for FIT1033 and/or FIT1048.
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GAMES DEVELOPMENT MAJOR*
Monash College - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
MCD1470
MCD4700
Trimester
Engineering practice
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
CREDIT:
security
FIT1049
CREDIT:
IT professional practice
FIT1047
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
security
Second
MCD4710
MCD4140 Computing for
Trimester
Introduction to algorithms engineering
and programming
CREDIT:
CREDIT:
ENG1060 Computing for
FIT1045
engineers
Algorithms and
programming
(Elective)
fundamentals in python
(FIT Elective 1)
Monash University - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
FIT2001
FIT1033 *
Semester
Systems
Foundations of C++
development

MCD2130
Functions and their
applications
CREDIT:
MTH1010
Functions and their
applications
(Elective)
MCDxxxx *

CREDIT:
FIT1006
Business information
analysis
(Elective)
MCDxxxx *

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

FIT2094
Databases

FIT2002
IT project management

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

[36pts study including one of
(FIT1040, FIT1045, FIT1048,
FIT1051, ENG1003) and FIT1049]

[24pts FIT study]

OR
FIT2099
Object-oriented design
and implementation

MCD2080 Business
statistics

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

Second
Semester

Elective

Year 2 (36 credit points)
First
Elective
Semester

FIT1048 *
Fundamentals of C++

FIT2073
Game design studio 1

Elective

FIT2096
Games programming 1
[FIT1048]

Second
Semester

FIT3039
Studio project 1

FIT2097
Games programming 2

FIT3145
Game design studio 2

FIT3146
Maker lab

[(FIT2091 and FIT2087) or
(FIT2073 and FIT2096)]

[FIT2096]

[FIT2073 and FIT2096]

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048,
FIT1051 or ENG1003 and 90pts
study]

Year 3 (12 credit points)
First
FIT3040
Semester
Studio project 2
[FIT3039]

FIT3094
Artificial life, artificial
intelligence and virtual
environments
[FIT2096]

* Students who have completed MCD4720 and/or MCD4730 will receive credit for FIT1033 and/or FIT1048 and may be able to
complete the Games Development major in two years. Course duration for students who nominate this major will be assessed
on a base by case basis for semester 1, 2019 admission.
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INTERACTIVE MEDIA MAJOR *
Monash College - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
MCD1470
MCD4700
Trimester
Engineering practice
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
CREDIT:
security
FIT1049
CREDIT:
IT professional practice
FIT1047
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
security
Second
MCD4710
MCD4140 Computing for
Trimester
Introduction to algorithms engineering
and programming
CREDIT:
CREDIT:
ENG1060 Computing for
FIT1045
engineers
Algorithms and
programming
(Elective)
fundamentals in python
Monash University - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
FIT2001
FIT2094
Semester
Systems
Databases
development

MCD2130
Functions and their
applications
CREDIT:
MTH1010
Functions and their
applications
(Elective)
MCDxxxx *

MCD2080 Business
statistics
CREDIT:
FIT1006
Business information
analysis
(Elective)
MCDxxxx *

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

FIT1033 *
Foundations of 3D

Elective

FIT2087
Advanced 3D

Elective

[24pts FIT study]

OR
FIT2099
Object-oriented design
and implementation

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

Second
Semester

FIT2002
IT project management

FIT1046
Interactive media
foundations

[36pts study including one of
(FIT1040, FIT1045, FIT1048,
FIT1051, ENG1003) and FIT1049]

[FIT1033]

Year 2 (42 credit points)
First
Semester

FIT2091
Interactive media studio 1

FIT3169
Immersive environments

Elective

[FIT1046]
[FIT1033]

Second
Semester

FIT2092
Interactive media studio 2

FIT3146
Maker lab

FIT3156
Advanced visual effects

FIT3039
Studio project 1

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048,
FIT1051 or ENG1003 and 90pts
study]

[FIT2091]

[(FIT2091 and FIT2087) or
(FIT2073 and FIT2096)]

[FIT2091]

Year 3 (6 credit points)
First
Semester

FIT3040
Studio project 2
[FIT3039]

* Students who have completed MCD4720 and/or MCD4730 will receive credit for FIT1033 and/or FIT1048.
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT MAJOR
Monash College - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
MCD1470
MCD4700
Trimester
Engineering practice
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
CREDIT:
security
FIT1049
CREDIT:
IT professional practice
FIT1047
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
security
Second
MCD4710
MCD4140 Computing for
Trimester
Introduction to algorithms engineering
and programming
CREDIT:
CREDIT:
ENG1060 Computing for
FIT1045
engineers
Algorithms and
programming
(Elective)
fundamentals in python
Monash University - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
FIT2001
FIT1050
Semester
Systems
Web fundamentals
development
[24pts FIT study]

Second
Semester

FIT2002
IT project management

FIT2104
Web database interface

MCD2130
Functions and their
applications
CREDIT:
MTH1010
Functions and their
applications
(Elective)
MCDxxxx *

MCD2080 Business
statistics
CREDIT:
FIT1006
Business information
analysis
(FIT Elective 1)
MCDxxxx *

CREDIT:
Level 1 elective

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

FIT2094
Databases

FIT Elective 2

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

Elective

Elective

FIT3175
Usability

Elective

[FIT2094]
[36pts study including one of
(FIT1040, FIT1045, FIT1048,
FIT1051, ENG1003) and FIT1049]

OR
FIT2081
Mobile application
development
[FIT1045, FIT1048 or FIT1051]

Year 2 (48 credit points)
First
FIT3047
Semester
Industry experience
studio project 1

Software Development
unit
(choose from list)

[Refer to Handbook]

Second
Semester

FIT3048
Industry experience
studio project 2

[FIT1045, FIT1048 or FIT1051]

Software Development
unit
(choose from list)

FIT Elective 3

Elective

[FIT3047]

Software Development units:
FIT3077 Software engineering: architecture and design
FIT3134 IT-based entrepreneurship
FIT3146 Maker lab
FIT3157 Advanced web design

FIT3173 Software security
FIT3176 Advanced database design
FIT3178 iOS app development

Software Development Extended Major:
a) The remaining unit from those not completed in the
major above:
FIT2104 Web database interface OR
FIT2081 Mobile application development

c) One unit at level 2 or 3 from the Software Development units above
or from the following:
FIT2095 eBusiness software technologies
FIT2099 Object-oriented design and implementation
FIT2101 Software engineering process and management
b) Two of the above Level 3 Software Development
FIT2100 Operating systems
units
FIT2107 Software quality and testing
* Students who have completed MCD4720 and/or MCD4730 will receive credit for FIT1033 and/or FIT1048.
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Bachelor of Computer Science (Course Code: C2001)
Specialisations
You must choose one of the specialisations listed below. Note that if you choose the Data science
specialisation, you will only receive 42 points of credit due to the 60-point cap on level 1 units in a
degree.
Advanced computer science
As a graduate with this specialisation, you will be equipped with the theory and practice of computing,
necessary to create substantial pieces of software, with practical applications spanning all disciplines,
including science, engineering, business and commerce, the creative and performing arts and the
humanities. If you enjoy solving many-sided computational problems requiring analytical thinking, and
have a mathematical and technical bent then advanced computer science is the specialisation for you.
Data science
As a graduate with this cutting-edge specialisation, you will be equipped with ways to the capture,
manage, analyse and interpret large volumes of data generated in the fast-progressing world of the
Information Age. If you are interested in a career solving the information challenges surrounding 'big
data' in fields as diverse as marketing, medicine or finance, then data science is the specialisation for
you.
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ADVANCED COMPUTER SCIENCE SPECIALISATION
Monash College - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
MCD1470
MCD4700
Trimester
Engineering practice
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
CREDIT:
security
FIT1049
CREDIT:
IT professional practice
FIT1047
Introduction to computer
systems, networks and
security
Second
MCD4710
MCD4140 Computing for
Trimester
Introduction to
engineering
algorithms and
programming
CREDIT:
ENG1060 Computing for
CREDIT:
engineers
FIT1045
Algorithms and
(Elective)
programming
fundamentals in python
Monash University - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
FIT1008
FIT2099
Semester
Introduction to computer Object-oriented design
science
and implementation
Second
Semester

CREDIT:
MTH1010
Functions and their
applications
(Elective)
MCD4500
Engineering mathematics
CREDIT:
ENG1005
Engineering mathematics

CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

MCDxxxx
CREDIT:
Level 1 Elective

MAT1830
Discrete mathematics for
computer science

Elective

Elective

[FIT1045 or FIT1048]

FIT2014
Theory of computation

FIT2004
Algorithms and data
structures

FIT2102
Programming paradigms

[FIT1008 & 6 pts Level 1 Maths]

[FIT1008]

Level 3
Computer science
Approved Elective*

FIT3171
Databases

Year 2 (48 credit points)
First
FIT3161
Semester
Computer science project
1

MCDxxxx

(PRECLUSION: MAT1841
Continuous mathematics
for computer science)

[FIT1045]

[FIT1045 & (MAT1830 or
ENG1005)]

Elective

[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
FIT1051]

[FIT2004]

Second
Semester

MCD2130
Functions and their
applications

FIT3162
Computer science project
2

FIT3155
Advanced data structures
and algorithms

FIT3143
Parallel computing

[FIT3161]

[FIT2004]

[FIT2004]

* Approved Computer Science Electives:
FIT3031 Network security
FIT3077 Software engineering: architecture and design
FIT3080 Intelligent systems
FIT3081 Image processing
FIT3088 Computer graphics
FIT3094 Artificial life, artificial intelligence and virtual
environments
FIT3139 Computational modelling and simulation

Elective

FIT3142 Distributed computing
FIT3146 Maker lab
FIT3152 Data analytics
FIT3159 Computer architecture
FIT3165 Computer networks
FIT3173 Software security
FIT3175 Usability
MTH3170 Network mathematics

Note that not all units will be taught in every year and some will be offered only in alternate years
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DATA SCIENCE SPECIALISATION
Students completing this specialisation will only receive 42 points of credit due to the 60-point limit on level 1 units in a
degree.
Monash College - Year 1 (42 credit points)
First
MCD1470
MCD4700
MCD2130
MCDxxxx
Trimester
Engineering practice
Introduction to computer Functions and their
systems, networks and
applications
CREDIT:
CREDIT:
security
Level 1 Elective
FIT1049
CREDIT:
CREDIT:
IT professional practice
FIT1047
MTH1010
Introduction to computer Functions and their
systems, networks and
applications
security
(Elective)
Second
MCD4710
MCD4140 Computing for MCD4500
Trimester
Introduction to
engineering
Engineering mathematics
algorithms and
programming
CREDIT:
CREDIT:
ENG1060 Computing for
ENG1005
CREDIT:
engineers
Engineering mathematics
FIT1045
Algorithms and
(Elective)
(PRECLUSION: MAT1841
programming
Continuous mathematics
fundamentals in python
for computer science)
Monash University - Year 1 (48 credit points)
First
FIT1008
FIT2094
MAT1830
Elective
Semester
Introduction to
Databases
Discrete mathematics for
[One of FIT1045, FIT1048 or
computer science
computer science
FIT1051]

[FIT1045]

Second
Semester

FIT2004
Algorithms and data
structures

FIT2014
Theory of computation

FIT1043
Introduction to data
science

FIT2086
Modelling for data
science

[FIT1008 7 6 pts Level 1 Maths]

[FIT1045 & (MAT1830 or
ENG1005)]

[MTH1010]

[FIT1045 & MAT1830 & one of
MAT1841 or MTH1030]

Level 3
Data Science Approved
Elective*

Elective

Elective

Level 3
Data Science Approved
Elective*

FIT3179
Data visualisation

Elective

Year 2 (48 credit points)
First
FIT3163
Semester
Data science project 1
[FIT1043, FIT1049, FIT2004,
FIT2086, FIT2094]

Second
Semester

FIT3164
Data science project 2
[FIT3161]

[24pts FIT study]

Year 3 (6 credit points)
First
Semester
**

Elective

** This unit can be completed as an overload in the final year if overload requirements are met or as a summer unit to
complete earlier.
* Approved Data Science Electives:
FIT3003 Business intelligence and data warehousing
FIT3139 Computational modelling and simulation
FIT3152 Data analytics
FIT3154 Advanced data analysis
FIT3181 Deep learning
Note that not all units will be taught in every year and some will be offered only in alternate years
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